
NASAL SWAB INSTRUCTIONS
 Hand sanitize and put on gloves.
 Use a disinfectant wipe on the flat counter surface.
 Open the paper bag - verify that your name and date of birth on the
paper order form and sterile tube are correct.
 Remove your mask.
 Take the specimen bag out of the paper bag, set the paper order aside,
and remove one of the swabs. 
 IMPORTANT: do not touch the cotton end of the swab.
 Time to swab. Look to the picture poster for help. Here's what to do:

Gently place the entire cotton end into a nostril no more than 3/4 of
an inch.
Slowly rotate the swab against the inside of your nostril at least TEN
times. Get as much nasal discharge as possible on the cotton tip. 
Remove swab from your nostril and repeat in the other nostril. 
 Place the swab in the sterile tube, break off the swab stem at the
break line (line is located near cotton tip). Toss larger part of stem
into garbage. Screw the cap back on sterile tube. 

 Hand sanitize. 
 On the blank label provided in your kit, write your legal name, date of
birth, and date and time of collection. Place the label ON the sterile
tube. Failure to complete the labeling step will result in rejection of the
test.
Now go to that paper order sheet. Sign your name, date, and time of
collection on this form.
 Place the tube containing the swab into the biohazard bag and seal.
 Place the biohazard bag into the paper bag. Fold up your order sheet
and place into the paper bag. 
 Take another disinfectant wipe and clean the counter surface and
anything else you may have touched. 
 Remove your gloves and throw into the garbage and hand sanitize
again. 
 Exit the area the same way you came and walk outside to the
emergency room entrance. 
 Let the sorter know that you're a staff member that just completed a
self-swab and hand them the paper bag. 
 Return to your home and self-isolate.
 You will be notified of your results in MyChart. 
If you do not have a MyChart account, go to ashlandmmc.com and click
on "MyChart Sign In", then "New User" to create an account. 
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